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It's a big week for music at BSUthis week with a faculty recital by John Best and Ca'U1If\.Ibyer,the BSU
Opera Theatre performing at the Art Gallery, a concert 'by pianist l1ichard Perry, and a magnificent Jazz
. Festival: read about them In the Arbiter Entertainment section, pages 10, 11 and 12.

.by Mchelle I-6rtell
. ASsociate-Editor
BSLJ-A11Boise State students will
be able to participate In open
registration on February 21 and

22.
This trial run which registrars
have agreed to, will give every
student at BSU the opportunity to
register, regardless of the student's Idaho home town.
Thursday, February 21 students
will be able to registerforvotlngin
the lobby of the Business Building
between,10:00 am and 12:30 pm.
M.. 12:30 pm theywill move .to
the Student Union Building where
students can register until 3:00
pm.' .
Friday the places will be reversed with registration in the
Student Union Building from
10:00 am until 12:30 pm and then a
roove to the Business building
from 12:30 pm until 3:00 pm.
The BSU" student lobby has

worked quickly under Director
D:lve Clark. In an interview in
January with Clark, he said, '~
are attempting to get registrars on
campus but Ada countv does not
want to comply. Wth 6,000 votes
through students, candidates
would listen if they were reg~stered. "
Less than' a month later Clark
announced that the registrars have
been convinced to try open registration.
Clark said they presented registrars with this attitude
"Ne you unwilling to register
voters? If. you are willing, why
don't you come to BSU and
register the students?"
John Bastidafrom Ada county,
Bill Stablef; from Canyon County
and Ramona Rezabal fmm8more
county haVe' agreed-to try open
registration but students from any
Idaho county may register as well.
Each student registration will be
sent to the appropriate county.
Ideally, open registration could

be found at obvious public places
such as grocery stores, shopping
centers and theaters.
Any
Idahoan of voting age would be
able to register at any place of
registration. Presently, a person
of ~ting age must find one of the
hundreds of precincts which are
located In private homes through
out the state.
If one can not locate the
precinct registrar then they may
go the City Hall or the County
Court !-buse.
Capital High School students
presented a bill creating open
registration in Idaho.
Friday,
February 15, the bill came from
the !-buse Staff Affairs committee
with a pass with amendment
recommendation on to the floor of
the House.
PrElsentlythe bill creates open
registration for all Idaho .voting
age citizens. Theamehdment the
committee hopes will be added In
the house, will create open regl,

~/'

stration for only those votir.g age
students in high school. A high
school teacher would-be allowed
to register the students at school.
If the bill Is amended as
proposed, Boise State University

Lobby Director cave Clark said,
"Next year we would like to see
BSU amend the bill for complete
open registration, but this year is
an inch and we will take every inch
we' can get."

Stu nt 'lob v
PI ns f r B is St t
by Mchelle Hartell
Associate Editor
BSLJ-For the remainder of the
spring term, the Boise State
University student lobby will be
working.to maintain the effectiveness that it has achieved thls year.
cave'Clar, Lobby Director of the
student lobby satd; "the purpose
of the student lobby is to motivate
the students to lobby."
'
The first pressing issue to face
the BSU students' came Just a

couple of weeks ago. tvbtivativation was affectively applied by the
student lobby and Assoclated
Students of Boise State University
(ASBSU) to battle against In-state
tuition.
. Clark said, "In two days 18
legislative votes were changed to
oppose the in-state tuition bill."
Through Clari{ and ASBSU President Cramer, students were encouraged to call. their representa·tivesand express their opposition
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Business and Advertising
Brad fv'Brtin, M:mager
Terr)' rvtGuire, Sales
Kathy Clarkson, Receptionist
oavid Misko, Bookkeeper

BSU faculty artists will display their
work
Feb.
18- March
13· in the
University
Gallery.
On view will be oil
and
acrylic
paintings.
watercolors,
prints,
drawings,
fiber works, photography,
and enameling.
The gallery
is in the University
Liberal
Arts
Building,
and is open from 9 am to
4:30 pm.
Admission
is free.

News
Diane Barr, Editor
Mchelle Hartell, Associate
'MIrna WJOds, Assoctate
Denise Mnor, Associate
Tetrie Rowley, Associate
Julie Hall, Associate

EDUCATIONAL. NEWS

Sports
Shawn

Editor

deLoyola,

Entertainment and Calendar
Don Barclay, Editor
fv'Bry Lou Vigil, Associate

Photos
Berne Jackson,

Psychic Uri Geller, whose telekinetic demonstrations
have been labeled
authentic
by leading world scientists,
will demonstrate
his abilities at Boise
State University
Feb. 20 at 8 p.m. in
the SUB Ballroom.
Tickets
for his
appearance
are on sale at the BSU
Student
Union
information
booth.
Prices
will
be
$4 for
general
admission;
S2 for students.

Chief

fv'Bf}' Jane Oresik, Lab technician

r.:o py Layo ul

Nursing
Career
Night
for those
interested
in becoming
registered
nurses
will be held in the science
Education
Bldg. in room 153, Feb. 21
at 7:30.
Plan to attend.
Any student
interested
in receiving
tutorial assistance
or wishing to be a
tutor' is asked
to contact
Student
Advisory
and
Special
Services,
Administration
Bldg. room 114.
Students
planning
to complete
their
elementary
or
secondary
student
teaching
during
Fall 1980, should
submit
completed
applications
to
Education
306 by March 1.

Chris Eynon, Chief
Randy Nettleton
Connie Rosco
Shelly MJore
Rose Long
Greg Jahn

A basic cross country· ski lesson
open to those
13 years of age and
older.
and sponsored
by the Boise
City
Recrcation
De p ar rm e n t , is
scheduled
for Sun. March
2.
The
S8.00 fcc covers transportation
and a
full day's
orientation.
For more
information,
call
the
Boise
City
Recreation
Dep:"tment
at 384-4256.

AD Layout
Rhonda Boothe, Chief
Dan 1<JJlsky
Laurie MJore
The University Arbiter is published weekly by students of
BSU. Contributions
and advertising are solicited; the editors
reserve all rights.
Offices are
located on the 2nd floor of the
SUB.
Hours 8:30 to 5:00
MJnday through Friday.
385-1464.

Registration
c on t irru e.s through
March
14 at Fort Boise, Community
Center for the Spring Session.l of arts
and
crafts
classes
and
women's
aerobics
classes,
sponsored
by the
Boise City Recreation
Department.
Both morning and evening classes are
available.'
Clas~es begin the week of

e
e
e

SOUP

e

e

DEIER
WINE

G

SODA

SALAD
SANDWICHES

It '4(2
of

Dlock SO.
UnivGtfsity
on Oroadway
10:30· am to 9 pm

Mon~Thur
Fri· Sat 10:30

am to 10 pm

March

3.

For more

information.

call

384-4256.

TRAVEL

Roman ruins?
Students
wishing
to study in the
Boise
State
program
in Cologne,
London, or Avignon can get information on the courses
from the studies
abroad
office
in the Liberal
Arts
Building.
room 212.
The program
offers history,
literature and art courses.
as well as
language
study
in Avignon
(one
semester
of French
a prerequisite)
and
Cologne,
where
(German
is
recommended,
but not required).
Living
in homes
abroad
offers
students
the opportunity
to learn life
styles in each country.
Cost of the program is about 52,000
for tuition, books, lodging.
tWO meals
per
day,
London
and
Cologne
-transportation
passes,
and
some
excursions .. Extra expenses,
round
trip airfare
and European
travel.
(BSU Information
Services.]
l

The BSU Travel Club is scheduling
a trip to Seattle during Spring Break.
Make your plans now to be a part of
the group enjoying
this city and its
many cultural events.
Conract Brenda
Freeman
at 385-1242
for
more
information.

FINANCIAL.AID
For details
on these
scholarships
and application
forms, contact
the
Office of Career & Financial Services,
Administration
Bldg. room 117.
A $200 scholarship
is available for a
fulltime
female
student
in need of
financial assistance.
Apply by Feb. 21
with
a personal
letter
providing
educational
background
and goals,
vocational
aspirations,
major field of
study
and why the scholarship
is
-needcd.
Scnt to Boise
Women's
Bowling
Assoc.,
clo Florence
Hoyt.
2493 Bali Dr., Boise 83704.
Information
for research

and application
forms
grants
into hurnaniries

a

topics may by obtained
from Jackie
Day, 345-5346.
Grants arc sponsored
by the Association
for the Hunanities
in Idaho.
Deadline
for application
is
March

Have you been longing to sec the
changing
of the gu,!rd in London?
The countryside
of Cezanne
and Van
Gogh?
Medieval
cathedrals
and

,

15.

Prospective
legal
secretaries
or
legal secretaries
continuing
education
in a legal field will be considered
for a
$350 scholarship
offered
by Boise
Legal
Secretaries
Assn.
Submit
application,
grade
transcript,'
three
letters
of recommendation
and autobiographical'
-statement
to Mrs.
Marilyn
Wilson,
6031
Boise 83705.
Deadline

Latigo
Dr.,
is March 8.

Students with atleast2.5GPA
in an
area relative to records management
may apply for a 5300-5600 scholarship
offered by the Association
of Records
Managers
& Administrators.
Submit
application,
grade
transcript
and
three
letters
of reference
to Ron
Gillespie,
clo Boise Cascade
Corp.,
P.O. Box 50. Boise 83728.
Deadline
~or application

is March

15.

,Women
graduate
students
are
encouraged
to apply
for a S2000
scholarship
offered
by Soroptimist
International.
Send application,
three
lerrers of reference,
recent photo, and
personal
statement
to
Fellowship
Chairman,
Dr. Marie
L. Lacy, 1315
Walson
Rd., Colorado
Springs.
CO
80908.
Deadline
is April 1.

ORGANIZATIONS
Volunteer
Income
Tax Assistance
[VITAl will have people
in the SUB
Ada Lounge
to help with your taxes
free'of charge.
Ho;'rs arc Wed. 3-8:30
pm and Sat. 9:30 am - 3:30 pm. They
will offer this service every Wed. and
Sat.

more

National
Accountants
to students
average
in
intending
accounting
Career
&
applicarion
application

Society
of
Public
is offering
scholarships
with a 'Ill" or better grade
accounting
subjects
and
to enter
the
public
profession.
Check with
Financial
Services
for
information;
deadline
for
is Feb. 28.

Fulltime
undergraduate
women
(not seniors) arc eligible to apply for a
scholarship
of up to 51000 offered by
Delta Delta Delta.
Selection
will be
based on academic
record,
extr acurricular
activities
and community
service,
promise
of service
to their
chosen
field, and financial
need.
Submit
letter
of application,
two
letters
of recommendation,
official
grade
transcript.
and
picture
(if
possible)
to DeeAnn
Reiman,
1010
Lincoln, Boise 83706.
Deadline
for
application
is March
1.
Deadline
for applying
for School of
Business
scholarships
for 1980-81 is
March 1. Application
forms for the
scholarships
arc
available
from
Career and_Financial
Services.
About 537.000 in scholarships
was
awarded
to BSU business
majors
in
1979-80. Of that amount,
Sl5,000 was
donated
from Treasure
Valley companies
and
individuals,
and
the
balance
from university
funds.

until

April

15.

The
DAV
Vietnam
Veteran
Outreach
Program
(a voluntary,
nonprofit
organization,
not a govern~
rnenr
agency).
provides
counseling
and
legal
services
for veterans.
Contact Norman Brown, 334-1956, for
information.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Eye donors are being recruited
by
the Vista Lions Club. They will have a
rable set up in the lobby of the SUB on
Fri..
Feb.
22 with Informarion
on
becoming
a donor.
Student
Union
Building
meeting
rooms arc available
free of charge to
any
BSU
club
or
organization
currently
recognized
by ASBSU
as
well as any BSU department.
The
rooms
may
be rented
by other
community
groups at rates based on
the type of group and size. of room.
For more information
and to schedule
rental of a room, contact
Donnie
at
385-1677.
The Office of Student
Residential
Life is accepting
applications
for
Resident
Advisors
for the 1980-81
academic year. Resident
Advisors
arc
students
who live in [he residence
halls
and help maximize
the residential experience
for the members
of
those halls.
If you
arc
interested
in
the
program,
like people.
hard work and
enjoy helping
others,
apply
at the
Office
of Student
Residential
Life,
Room 110. Administration
Building.
The deadline
is March
10. 1980.

l
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Transfer ere its Acceoted
felt that the University would be
"missing the boat" if the credits
.were not granted. The Sergeant
BSU- The kademic
Standards argued that the format for the
Committee of the Faculty Senate NCO Leadership School did not
recommended that Boise State
Include "militaristic" material and
l:Jniverslty accept .the transfer
that
they used the same type of
credits from the Community
reference materials that BSU
College of the U.S. Alr Force for
the Alr Force Non-Commissioned
WOUld.
Officers Leadership School (USAF
Speaking to the question that
NCO) program. _
some of the instructors in the
After some debate, the Senate
program did' not have post seelected to accept transfer credits. condary degrees, the sargeant
rather than grant aeademiccredits
said that ,If the Alr Force could
to students enrolled in the Alr
spend millions of dollars on this
Force,program.
program, then It was obvious that
The four credit schedule insome indepth tralnlng, thought,
cludes one credit each of \/\.brld
and time had gone into the
Affairs, Basic Human Resource
program.
Management,
Managerial
He further stated that the
Communications, and a basic
school in question is accredited
by three military agencies.
.,
introduction to military skills.
kcording to a representative of
Soma senators did agree that
the USAF NCO Leadership School
the Alr Force Base at M. Home,
this "program is deserving of
was a good proqrarn., yet the
accreditation" by BSU. He also
dilemma for the Faculty Senate
'bv Wlma M \/\.bods
Associate Editor

was more of a ~'phllosophical
rather than practlcal" problem.
The kademic Standards Committee felt that BSU should not grant
academic credit because the
University did not have "control"
over their activities and curriculum. The committee also' questioned the quality of education for
some of the tnstructors.s
.
Senators felt that to grant
academic credits for the Alr Force
program would establish a precedent. It was agreed by some, that
if BSU granted credits to the NCO
Leadership School,the University
may be obligated to grant-credits
for other training programs not
associated with BSU.
'
On the basis of these and
similar arguments, the Senate
approved the Acadernlc Standard
Committee report that BSU accept
the transfer credits from the
Community College of the Alr
Force, rather than grant academic
credit to the program.

r:
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by Mchelle Hartell
Associate Editor

by Wlma M 1JIb0ds
Assoclate Editor
BSU-"Some gross inequities" exist in the salary distribution for
faculty members. This seemed to
be the consensus of the Faculty
Senate at its Feb. 14th meeting.
The Faculty Salary Committee
recommended to the full Senate
that monies allocated for salary
increases be distributed to each
academic department based on
the number of full-time faculty
members.
The committee also recommended that 90 percent of the
funds appropriated for salaries be
distributed on an equal dollar
basis and that the remaining 10
percent be "Utilized to correct
salary inequities" existing in an
academic department.
Questioning these recommendations, some senators indicated
that if inequities did exist, was it
equitable to rob Peter to pay Paul?

GOVERNOR'S

BSU- The Associated Students of
Boise State University (ASBSU)
Seriate is proposing a change in
mittee, and will probably not be
'A few senators were concemed
the definition of the activities of
implemented
at
Boise
State
with the definition of inequities in
the BSU Recreation Board which
University
for
another
year.
salary distribution. VIA1ata chairwill affect on campus sports and
The report stated that fears that
man of a department may view as
organizations. A funding system
faculty
members
will
lose
two
"inequitable" does not necessarily
for activites has in the past
weeks
pay
when
the
plan
is
mean that the Dean of a School
included only intramurals and
actualized "appears to be unwill also base his [udqernent on
outdoor activities but the Senate's
founded."
that same criterion.
proposed legislation would inkcording to the report, people
A substitute motion was introelude club sports as well.
would
be
paid
every
other
Friday
duced and passed by the Senate
ASBSU Senator, Lynn Peterson,
and employees would be able to
that would spell out the formula
introduced the amendments to the
choose when deductions will be
for the distribution of salaries
Senate and explained the past of
withheld.
from appropriated funds.
the Recreation Board. ''The State
Stu
Evett,
chairman
of
the
Also of concem to the senators
Board of Education created an
Faculty Salary Committee assured
was the State Auditor's bi-weekly
allocation for a Recreation Board
the
Senate
that
this
plan
is
pay plan. The plan would allow
to be designated for on-campus
"simply a way of improving the
salary payments on a bi-monthly
sports as defined by the student's
State's accounting procedures
instead of monthly basis. The
Senate."
and that there are no plans to
Faculty Salary Committee, which
Peterson said, ''The 1978-79
require
at
some
future
time
that
. was directed to look into this play
Senate
defined the bill to include
university professors punch time
early in ~ember, reported on the
clocks (and) spend forty hours a on and off campus events. This
current status of that play.
year's Senate wants to keep the
week sitting in their offices."
The report said that Idaho is
money for on campus activities
The Senate accepted the report
"committed to putting the bionly."
.
weekly plan into effect." This plan. and asked .the committee to
Presently the Recreation Board
investigate
the
cost
of
implementwill probably effect the Govemor ,
money, which amounted
to
"on down" according to tho com- . ing such a plan.

$11,500 in the 1979-80 budget, is
split into two sections. 75 percent
go.esto intramurals and 10 percent
goes to outdoor activities.
111e Senate feels that not all
sports are covered in the catagories of intramurals and outdoor
activities and their new definition
will expand the areas covered by
Recreation Board finances.
The amendment states, "on
campus activities are those activities that are performed on campus for recreational purposes or
those recreational activities that
are participated in by a group,
which is recognized by the ASBSU
and are generated as a campus
group.
tv'embership to these
groups shall be open to all BSU
students and their on campus
advisors only."
, 'Wth the new definition, club .
sports will, be eligible for funding
benefits' which has' not been the
case in the past.
SenatDr Jim Bums said, "The
main objective is to provide a
more equitable amount of funding. Before the amendment; intramurals received 75 percent and
CONTINUED
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SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

The Governor'S Summer Internship Program will employ ten college students in positions within Idaho State Government from June 9 to August 6,
19BO, The goal of this program is to provide a learning experience. in government through on-the-job training, Interns, who mustbeldahoresldents,
will
be assigned to a full-time position wlthtna State department, and Will attend
weekly afternoon seminars on topics of interest.
.
Compensation will be $3,10 per hour, or $1.116 forthesllmmer.
Students
are urged to obtain credit for their internship work through their individual
edvisors or Dr. Syd Duncombe. University of Idaho; Dr. Richard Foster,ldaho
State umversitv. or. Dr. Bill Mech. Boise State University.
Interested students should epply by April 4 to:
Diane Plastino
Department of Administration
126 Len B. Jordan Building
Bolso, Idaho B3720
Applications must include. and selection
b~ based on: (1) resume, i;e.,
gradepoint, honors, ectivities, and otherquallflcallons;
(2) an essay outlmmg
reasons for applying; and, (3)Jetters of recommendption. Students must also
indicate their preference for three specific positions from the" list below
(subject matter included) for place~ent, an~ are strongly ur~ed to study the
detailed descriptions of these POSItions available from Dr: BIU Moch, or tho
Caroer Sorvi;:os Office. No application forms are proVlrJed.
Students will be informed of.their selection by April 25.
POSITIONS
•
commission on the Arts: (1 position) survey of art in ldaho, Corrections: (2
positions) data processing; community corrections policies. Educatio.n: (1
position) assistance to instructional steff. Fish and Game: (1 POSI~lon)
budget and finance development., Health end Welfare: (1}, posltibns)
training progrems (2 positions); nursing essistence (1 P?Sltlon),~
SI.
Anthony' youth testing (1 position) - St. Anthony; therapuuc recreation (2
position~) -St.
Anthony; health fac!lity costs.!l
position); manpower
assessment (1 position); data processmg (1 position); home placement (1
I'osition); office move coordinator (1 position). - Idaho. F~lIs. Idaho
HIstorical Society: (1 position) develop educational publication. Idaho
State Library: (1 position) detailed i~ventory of' Idaho. ~overnors. Idaho
Transportation
Dopartment:
(2 posltio.ns) safety traonmg courses e~d
standards; citizen's statewide transportation plennmg.Laborand
Indu~tflal
Services: (2 positions) life safety codes and buildmg regulatIons; rules and
regulations. Law Enforcement: (4 positions)publiC information/educ~tIO~
end safety; inservice treining programs; dIspatch end patrol actIVItIes,
criminal record files, Office on Aging: (1 p~slllon) role of g.overnr:>ent m
services to elderly. Office of Energy: (3 postlonstpubllc affaors: policy and
research; administration,
Univer~ityof
Idaho: (1 pOSItIon) renge

,,:,iU

management program.
..
'(AU, positions located In ,Boise un lass otherwiso indicatod)
;
"AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER"
"" ..
".',,'
'. '.

_--

",
ond €V~ning.
RPpoin'trn~n'tf.004
I~rn~n'tor.y
or 0 COn:'P
0.9111.
confultotlon.33
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'Gr nts v II
improved engines, heat pumps,
use of bicycles, carpools or
vanpools and recycling.
Among the projects which won
grats for Idahoans in 1979 were
those testing a turbine for use in
low head water power production,
a solar heated plggery and crop

By John Evans
Govemor of Idaho
~t
to eam some cash, and at
the same time do something to
help us solve our ener~y problems? The opportunity is available.
For the second year the Idaho
Office of Eneroy is administering
what is known as the Appropriate
Technology Small Grants Program.
In 1979, entries in the
program were submitted "by 227
. Idahoans and' ten of them won
awards totalling $104,000, and
ranging from $880 to $35,000.
If you have an idea which could
save energy you can enter this
year's contest and possibly share
in the awards. The total to be
distributed will be determined by
the number of applicants.
Grant applications are available
from the Idaho Office of Energy in
Boise. If you want to write for an
application, address your inquiry
to the Office'of Energy, Idaho
Statehouse, Boise, 83720.
Last year Idaho had the third
highest number of applications
per capita in the nation.
It is through the inventiveness
and ingenuity of these small scale
projects that we will move toward
solving our energy problems.
Examples of energy related
appropriate technology which
might be submitted include solar
systems, wind systems, use of
wood and wood waste, waste heat
recovery systems, small water
power systems, alcohol production for fuel, electric vehicles,

BS

dryer, a small scalesolar powered
ethyl alcohol plant, a srnallresldential wind-powered generator,
insulating window shutters, a
demonstration of recycli(lg automotive batteries for small wind
storage and water powered electi-

Phon

can Gallagher
Arbiter Staff
Last January, tvbuntaln Bell
converted the phone system at
Boise State from the old centrex
style to the new Dimension. tv'Bny
problems have resulted from the
change-over, largely because of
misinformation
and the time
needed to straighten out the
billing.
Various departments at BSU,
such as the Albiteror KBSU, nave
raised some questions conceming
tvbuntain Bell's billing. The base
charge for the Albiter under the
old system was $38. Wth the new
system, the Arbiter's base billing
was projected to be around $60
per month. \!\klen the July bill
arrived, in OCtober, the figure was
$120, and the latest base charge,
October's
bill
received
in
February; was $136.10.
According to tvbuntain Bell
representatives, there are a number of explanations for the increase cost.
Under the old
centres, many of the phones at
the .Arbiter were combined into

s

r yS vin
cal systems, a phase change salt
energy storage system, and a
turbine powered by geothermal
water which runs a refrigerator
compressor for a fish farm.
DJring the month of M3rchthe
Office of Energy will be conducting workshops throughout Idaho

s Pr

Syst
lines. PJ. the present, with the
new Dimension system, each
phone has its own line. If there
are three phones, they have three
lines. The price per1ine has been
reduced, but the overall cost is up
from what was assumed. There
were some extra features added
that raised the price, also.
The Dimension system·" will
record where each separate call is
directed and its length. It con'verts this onto a SrvDR tape that
handles theb1l1ing. It is a system
similar to the one Albertson's
uses. St. Luke's I-bspital has it,
and St. A1phonsus. will this
summer.
It ,is important to
determine how many phones are
needed, and wnat they will do.
MJuntain Bell plans to follow-up
on their initial installation to see
how everything is working.
The University has four IJ\El.tts
lines for long distance calls, also.
The Rhone company finds that by
restricting' IJ\El.ttscalls to before
10:00 am or after 3:00 pm, the
caller will. have 'Iittle problem
reaching his party.

The most important aspect of
the new Dimensio'n system is its
ability to restrict unwanted calls.
The University can cHeck the
SWDR tape and take actions to
stop the waste. Billing will soon
be determined in less than two
weeks. Difficulties arise because

to assist interested persons with
the application process.
Bigible applicants are individuals, small businesses, local
non-profit organizations, institutions and foundations, state, regional and local agencies .or
districts and Indian tribes.'

s
two complex, lumbering organizations, such as 3 college and phone
company, attempt to do business
with' eachother,
'''J/I.k still have
bugs," said Darrell VanKleek,
Administration
Controller, but
adds, ."It's going to save you
money."

Big Business DOY

- StU·

nts

Students across the nation are .
organizing for an event this spring
in the nature of Earth cay, Sun
cay, and Food cay. It is Big
Business cay, April 17, 1980, a
day for education and action
focused on the abuses of corporate power and altematives to
continuing "Crime in the Suites ".
campus groups, in coalition
with environmental, consumer,
labor, church, women's, minority
and elderly organizations, are
sponsoring teach-ins, debates,
film festivals, street theater, and
anything else that comes to mind
to bring home a message that

"
r cruz
Americans are mad. Love canal
toxic chemical dump' cover-ups,
exploding gas tanks in Pintos, and
routine corporate lawlessness are
the source of this anger. The
"business as usual" attitude of
some of the giant conglomerates
leads them to pay the fines or
fight them in court for years rather
than comply with the air pollution
and other rules.
Big Business cay's headquarters at 1346 Connecticut Ave., NW,
Room 411, ~shington,
D.C.
20036, (202) 861-0456, can help
interested people get started on
this project.

DRa DaAa
SIS N c
OPTOMETRIST

3111 State Street
Boise, Idaho ,83703

Announcing The Opening Of His Office

. Let us make yours the
wedding of the ~ear.

Glasses, Contact Lenses, Vision Training
Discount to College Students"
.
o Offering Trial Visit for Contact Lenses- A brief
visit' to the office during which hard or soft
contacts may be placed on your eyes so you may
experience how they feel. There is no charge for
. thls type of visit. Should you wish a complete
examination and fitting an appointment will be
arranged for another time. .
o

III

.~~~~
3018 Overland
Boise 343-2303
(fonnerly Tuesday's

ChIld)

When Calling for Appointment: Pleasespecfffy
~'Complete Exam" or "Trial Visit".

o
Large selection
of bridal
gownsr veils,
Invitations &
wedding books.

CORNER OF BROADWAY & BOISE AVE.

.

We Can Get Y@u There!

I'"'~--'

Boise Urban Stages
'\\.\\\r d·
'l \

....
.

.

P.O. Box 90160 Bolse,lD 83707
Telephone: 336-1010

IN UNITED FIRST BUILDING
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

ARBITER,News, Wednesday,
11M TRI{ING TO WRITE

PIG-PEN A NOTE, BUT I
DON'T KNOW WI-IAT TO SAl.{

Ground Breaking. Begins Pavilion BSI.}-Groundbreaking ceremonies
.
..
took place yesterday for the BSU
by the Increased Interest rate of 9
MJlti-Purpose Pavilion project
percent that had later been offered
The ceremony came on 'the by the university on the securities.
heels of a special Idaho State
The contractor for the project
Boardof Education mee.ting that
was also named yesterday, just in
approved the sale of the pavilion
time to save the project as
bonds.
Tuesday-marked the end of the 60
The bond sale, which had been
day period following the opening
delayed because of lack of interest . of bids on the project.
The
in the low yield of the original 81/2
contract for the $17.5 million
percent. bond interest payment,''
project was also signed .
was flnally guaranteed by the
The bonds will be repaid over a.
Denver company of Kirchner
thirty year period with funds
tvboreandCo.lastThursday..
obtained from a $40 increase in
Sales had been spurred forward
student fees that 'were instituted

Lobby

CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 1
studentgovemmentarecontlnuity
for a price hike in their education.
and involvement. 'In some univerThe 18 representatives that reconsities in their search for funding,
sidered their vote reflected the
are tuming to student govemaffectiveness of the students inment. If students do not provide
fluence in govemment, accordlnq
involvement and response, then
to Clark.
the universities will use the funds
For the remainder of the spring
from student govemment for other
term much of Clark's efforts will
purposes." _
be directed in building an lnformation center which will compile all
ASBSU information.
M3rnie
Bemard, the ASBSU full-time,
year around secretary' will be The following information was
helping to build the link in
inadvertently omitted from last
continuity.
week's Arbiter story on Idaho
Clark said, "I will be compiling a
P.I.R.G.
file for the lobby and for other
offices. I-bpefully, one day there
Any student who w1shesto ad
wilt be an information phone
or withdraw his or her name fro
number where students can get
the Idaho PIRG petitions can go t
data on ASBSU information such
the PIRGoffice on the 2nd floor 0
as elections, Senate money and
the SUB.
other interests."
Clark will also be introducing a
Last week in the Arbiter's
revision of the ASBSU lobby bill to
Viewpoint entitled "A Closer Look
provide a lobby assistant to the
at PIRG" the author was listed as
director who will be able to work
George Floenig. It should have
in to the position of director the
been George Hoenig. Our apolifollowing year.
gies to him.
Clprk says, "Key words to

Errat. u m

PEANUTS®.
by Charles

M. Schulz
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last fall.
'.
The University also plans to add
a 10 percent charge on tickets
for eve~~sin Bronco Stadium and
the pavilion to. help pay for the 9
percen.t.bond Inter~st. .
Addltional funding .wlli co~e
f~~ the Bro~~o AthletiC AssoclatlO~ ~ $5 rnllllon pledge to the
focility.
.
Compl~Hon
of the 1982.
structure IS
expected
In summer

lYE 5
WE

NEED 'EM.

5ena t e----CONTINUED

FROM

PAGE3

outdoor activities 10 percent, leaving out such organizations as
Rodeo Club and Alpha Ba Rh<;>
who have had to come to the
Senate for funding."
S-enator Burns said,' "The
amendment under consideration
wilt also change the requirements
for representatives on the Recreation Board." Presently there is the
Intramural
director,
Outdoor
Activities supervisor, Student
Intramural assistant,
Student
htivities
coordinator for the
dormitories,
an off-campus
ASBSU Senator, a Financial
Advisory Board member and a
.Faculty Senator.
Club sports, as defined In the
. Senate, will be able to obtain
money for on campus events.
This is a crucial issue due to the
eligibility for these organizations
to gain a place. in the Senate
budget.
In tv\3.rch the Senate will be
making the ASBSU budget, and
through the htivities
Council
meetings or the ASBSU office,
found on the second floor of the
Student Union Building, organizations can find out how to obtain
money for their on campus sports
ar.tivities.

TEU

~~~~~~~~~~

French Colloquium
John Robertson, BSU French professor, will
present a paper on Montalane's essays during a
Foreign language and Literature Colloquium
Wednesday, Feb. 20 at 4 p.rn, In the Teton Room
of the SUB.

Tax Troubles?
Volunteer Income tax assistance will be
available through April 16 In the Student Union
Building, Wednesdays from 3 to 8:30 p.rn., and
Saturdays, 10 a.rn. to 4 p.m.

Jazz!
Four concerts

by Jazz recording groupS w111
highlight the BoiSe Slate University Festival of
Jazz Feb. 21-22. Special Events Center concerts
Include tne Gene Harris Duo at 4 p.rn. Feb. 21,
and the Simon and Bard aul'ntet, at 4 p.rn. Feb.
22. The Richie Cole aulntet "Alto Madness"
plays In the BSU Student Union Ballroom Feb.
21, and the Paul Mccandless Trio, Feb. 22. Both
concerts are at 8:15 p.rn. A combination ticket to
all festival events are $15, as well as Individual
concert tickets, will be available at the BSU t'viuslc
Depar1ment and the SUB Information Booth,
Budget Tapes and Records, Broadway Ave .. and
Muslcworks at Overland and Fairview.
The
public Is Inviled to attend clinic-workshops bath
afternoons at 3 p.m. for $1 admission to each or
free with concert tickets.
Admission to the
student performances during the festival Is free .

Pottery· Workshop
An exhibition and workshop by Internalionally
known palter Warren MacKenzie will highlight
spring semester art department activities at Boise
state University.
MacGenzle will display his
works In the University Gailery through Feb. 22,
and will give a two-day demonstration workshop
Feb. 21 and 22 In the BSU ceramics studio In the
Liberal Arts Building. All the works In his display
will be for sale. The University Gallery Is open
weekdays from 9 a.m, to 4:30 p.m.

.Fellini Film
The Felllni film "8'h" will be shown at 8 p.rn.
Feb. 22, 23, and 24 In the Student Union balsean
Lounge. Admission Is 50 cents for BSU students,
faculty, and personnel, and $1 for non·students.

Noted Pianist
Performs at Boise State
Internalional award-winning pianist John Perry
will perform works by Beethoven, Schubert,
Ravel, and Prokofiev in a concert Feb. 25 at 8:15
p.rn. in the Boise State Unlvemlty Special Events
Center. Tickets for the performance may be
. purchased for $2.50 from the BSU Music
Department, 1910 University Drive, Boise, ID
83725, telephone 385-1771.

..!.nformalion for this space is provided by the Office of Informalion services, Ad. Bldg., Rm 123, or phone 385-1562

God's \fie~1of relationsMps
VJtth the opposite sex
as a Ohridian singl9.
Sunday, Febuary 24th, 1 - S pm, Net Perce Room (SUB)

Sponsored by FORUMChrisfianFeliowship
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"AletterofResponse----

want to make 'surethat
the
arguments used are reasonable, I
am merely making these observaattempt to create a federal departEditor, the Arbiter:
tions as a student and a citizen.
ment of consumer affairs.
ReI'd like to respond to, the Feb.
I feel that "The Silent 49
member
that
all
of
us
are
con13th editorial entitled "Critiquing
percent" Is misplacing their efsumers, therefore this department
the Critics".
First, . there is
forts when they oppose the Idaho
would claim an interest in all of
organized opposition to PIRG. I'm
PIRG. I would like to know where
us.
This
is
not
a
''vague
charge",
a member of the John Birch
the group was when the pavilion
this ls a fact. Slnc;:eRalph created was proposed. Similarly, I didn't.
Society and my opposition sterns
the first PIRG's and since he wrote
from that fact. PlRG is alsa. a
hear opposition to the recent proThe members of the American electorate'seem to come in three
national organization but the facts ' the' PIRG orQanizirig manual, posal for in-state tuition. I find it
types these days: the first type being the person who Is so
i'ktlon For a Change" and since
don't disprove either side's posidifficult to believe that someone is
absolutely certain of his political beliefs, or those of his ancestral
PIRG's tend to hire Nader people
tion. ,I should also note that the
opposing a $3 fee increase that
party, that his choice of candidates Is not so much a thinking
as
professionals,
I
think
It's
"Silent 49 percent" arid other
may be refunded if one desires,
process as aconditloned reflex: If his group endorses a Q:lffy Duckl
individuals also oppose PIRG at . reasonable to suspect that Nader while not opposing an increase of
Adolph Hitler ticket he'll be out In the street wearing "Q:lffy and
does have power in the PIRG's,
BSU.
$40 for which no such option is
DJlph in '80" bullons and writing virvlent letters to the editor
even if he does claiin to have given
The' question of why non-stuoffered.
predicting the end of American 'civilization as we know It if the other
up.control.
dents are writing on this issue is
I felt quite tlattered when I was
candidates (Bugs and Benito) are elected. (Just this week the Arbiter
Finally,
the
Idaho
PIRG
student
raised. Since, in the organizing
personally asked if I wanted the
received a particularly outrageous letter of this type which
organizers
that
"I'vetalked
to
.seem
committee's own words, PIRG
fee increase. I was glad to be able
unfortunately can't be printed because it seemed to me to be libelous
to be honorable people with
would be working on "issues of
to have direct input into the
and newspapers are legally responsible forthe content of the letters
honotable motives. It's not their
general public Interest" and "consystem. I understand that ''The
motives
but
their
program
that
I
they print.)
cems in the lives of the average
Silent 49 percent" is probably
The second type of American voter is similar to the first in that he
question.
If
you
agree,
write
to
citizen", the "average citizen" has
trying to prevent tyranny by the
makes'his choice without putting much of a burden on his .faculties
BSU President John Keiser.
more than a right to get involved.
majority. I-bwever, I believe that
of thought; this type allows such important issues as' how good
Stephen
M
Pitino
This is also why such citizens
this is the most democratic fee
looking the candidate is, how many adorable moppets the candidate
BSUStudent
don't get involved in the question
increase request In recent years. I
has, or what the candidates favorite dessert is, to take precedence
of other student fees. These other
believe in the case of the pavilion,
over lesser concems such a:;Jeconomics and foreign polley. People
fees are not to fund activist
we are suffering from "tyranny by
in this category voted for Carter in 1976 because they were charmed
group~ such as PIRG and therethe minority." I am not convinced
by his media image as a small town boy with a menagerie of country
fore comparing them with PIRG
that 50 percent of all students are
originals for relatives.
Editor,
The
Arbiter:
fees is not valid.
willing to pay for the pavilion. If
The final category of voters, and a seemingly small category it is,
I would like to take this opporThe method of funding PIRG is,
51 percent of the students had had
are those who bother to find out where the various candidates stand
tunity to thank you for the support
as I state in an earlier letter, "a
to sign a petition forthe pavilion, I
by examining their records and listening to what the candidates
you
have
shown
as
a
press
in
the
power rnultlpltcatlcn scheme," by
feel that it would still be a grand
really say (not to be confused with listening to what Is said about
its very structure.
I make no student fight against HJR 7.
plan In several people's minds. I
the candidates by their detractors, promoters; or the media). It is to
apology for this phrase because I Special thanks and congratulaknow that if I could have received
be hoped that as educated people the students of Boise State will
tions
are
in
order
to
Mke
Cramer,
gave good reasons for this point
a refund of my $40, I would have
ignore crack pot allegations and look beyond the inevitable campaign
O:\veClark,
and
each
and
everyone
of view (at least I think they're
been right at the head of the line
hype-jingles, mottos, faces beaming from billboards-to make
of you students who took the time
g()od reasons).
this spring.
rational choices in all the 1980 elections from ASB President to
to contact your legislators.
Wlat about Ralph Nader?
There is one point on which I do
President of the United States:
Rick Sparks
Ralph sought a huge increase in
agree
with ''The Silent 49 perASUILobbyist
"Big Govemment" through an
D.B.
cent." They state on one poster
that a negative checkoff fee (you
are charged the fee and then if you
want the money back you go ask
for it) would hardly be democratic.
Editor, the Arbiter:
I totally agree with ''The Silent 49
I would like to raise some percent" on this point.
The
questions and comments about democratic way would have been
posters that have recently ap- to have the Student.Senate vote on
peared on campus signed, "The the issue. This would ensure that
by GarryWlls
Silent 49 percent."
I respect all the students wouldn't have a
everyone's right to express them-' direct voice in the matter. Also, if
selves, however, in this case I feel the Student Senate approved it,
. that the effort is slightly rnls- the fee would apply to everyone,
guided and misplaced.
one couldn't ask for a refund.
Before I begin, I would like to That is the democratic method as
make clear the fact that I am not it is currently practiced. I believe
affiliated for or against the Idaho that the system that the Idaho
Public Interest Research Group PIRG is using is much more fair
(PIRG). I do not wish to argue the and equitable.
relative merits of a PIRG. I just
CONTINUED
TO PAGE 7
crucial
interests,
then
all
our
The Afghanistancrisis has been second, there is no way to deter a
interests are at risk. it is a claim
fanatic if he defies consequences.
blown out of proportion. Russia's
of colossal arrogance; and for
President Kennedy was killed
puppet was slipping, and it had to
President Carter to endorse it is
because he had power and beput in (or try to) a more stable
quite
irresponsible.
cause
his
assassin
did
not
mind
figurehead govemment. Wlat is
The president has been much
dying in the aftermath. So much
surprising about that? W3 did the
mocked for saying that he recogfor our ''\.I\.eakness''in Iran.
same thing when we knocked off
nized,
at last, Russia's malignity.
The
real
lesson
of
D:lIlas
is
that
our puppet Diem in Vietnam to put
.Actually, he was voicing a converin what we hoped would be a more the Secret Service should take
sion not to a new Viewof Russia's
stable govemment-andthat
was special precautions when moving
aims (no one I know in America
a
powerful
figure
through
fanatical
not even on our border, where
has considered the Russian slaveareas.
And President Carter
edginess is most intense.
masters benign) but to a new
flunked that test when he did not
w,at caused the great reaction
belief in American weakness.
provide" special protection (or
in America? Two things. First,
This is a belief that pleases those
removal) for our people in Tehran
the America Is \l'l.eakLobby had a
who would make us weaker by
chance to prop up its rickety case while letting the shah into this
unnecessary and life-draining
country. This was a crisis that he
with adventitious emotional supschemes
like the M< missile. It is
brought
on
himself.
ports.
Second, the president,
the expensive lie off which politiNow, as for Afghanistan, the
having mobilized resentment of
cians and businessmen have been
\i'\.eakness L.obby tells us we are
the ayatollah is support for Carter,
lIving for decades.
It Is not
naked
to
our
enemies
because
we
.saw the chance to mobilize an
surprislnq that President Carter
even greater hatred, that for could not prevent the entire takebought himself popularity by proover of a country already within
-Bussia, in his electoral effort.
fessing the lie. Wlat's new about
Russia's
sphere
of
control,
even
The W3akness Lobby, too, had
that?
One of the standing
though that country is a whole
used Iran for its purposes. Surely,
paradoxes of modem political life
world away from us. Wlat the
it was claimed, a mad ruler and his
is that you become an ·Ainerican
V\eakness Lobby maintains, then,
uncontrolled fanatics prove that
patriot by proclaiming America's
is this crazy thesis: America is
America had lost power when our
weakness.
emissaries were seized.. There are weak if we cannot do anything we
want, anytime we want, anywhere
two things wrong with that arguwe want. If we cannot interdict'
ment. Kidnappers always. try 10
1M'. WlIs is a nationally syndiRussia In her own backyard,
get the richest father's kid becetea
columnIst.)
acting
for
what
seem
to
be
her
cause he has power.
And,
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Afghan independence.
One sees
as we might have wanted to, we
where are our troops to be used?
Into Afghanistan.
The world thus
that our people find It natural and
could not change those situations
Is the American army to protect
became considerably
more danright to support a president
In
despite out strength.
Similarly,
Pakistan? That is the country that
gerous. Wa must deter them from
times of crisis, especially a preslboth
China
and
the
Soviet
Union
Is
acting
with
extreme
lrresponsleven more reckless adventures.
It
Dear President Carter:
cent who appeals to nationalistic
dared not confront us directly In
bility in the handling
of radioIs important for us to be strong
feeling and macho pride.
Rally
Vietnam. It Is Intelligence on both
active materials and the developand
prepared
for
emergencies.
But
Wty?
around the flag and our leader!
sides,
not
weakness,
tei
recognize
.
ment
of
nuclear
weapons.
That
is
reflection
made
these
Wty are our students and other , further
Regretfully I am led to ask: Are
a losing proposition.
No level of
.the country whose president
Is
reasons seem weaker, .less comyoung people being required to
the next wave of military expendistrength or commitment
can rid
exploiting
the current crisis to
pelling.
register. for the draft?
Wty are
~1!J'!3S and the preparations for
the world of losing propositions.
attempt
an exorbitant
bribe of
- Even If we drafted every adult
they being told to take a step
r:onscription
moves in your reIs
It
not,
M.
President,
simple
American
weapons.
Experience
American,
we could
not,
nor
closer to early death? Wly should
election campaign?
It would be
wisdom to face the fact that an
suggests that we can expect those
would
we
try
to,
drive
the
Sovie~
they move along the path that
.orrtble to think that our young
American
army
could
no
longer,
.
weapons
to
be
used
against
soldiers from Afghanistan.
Wa
brings all of humanity closer to
,'cople are political
pawns and
perhaps could never, gurantee the . internal dissidents
and extemal
watched
the fathers
or older
catastrophe?
that further armaments
are the·
flow of 011 by occupying
highenemies, like India, whose disbrothers
of
those
soldiers
kill
and
Wlen l.flrst heard the news of
res ult of an election
strategy.
technology
011
fields
In
dlstant
:
.
agreements
with
our
own
country
imprison brave people in Prague,_
your
decision,
the reasons
V\brse still, one fears that you
and unfriendly
nations?
Then
will thus be exacerbated.
If
VI.l3rsawand Budapest.
Ps much
seemed clear. The Soviets moved
may be setting events in motion
drafted,
where will our young
whose future consequences
may
registrants go?
be beyond your control.
Is the
Sir, I have admired the caution
....
\forld becoming a more dangerous
you have displayed in considering
place to live not only because of
. new weapons systems
like the
the Soviet
invasion
but
also
neutron
bomb
and the
B-1
because you want to whip Senator
bomber.
'You have, to some
Kennedy's ass?
extent,
resisted
the
powerful
There are, however, all sorts of
forces in govemment
and busipossible
surprising
consequenness that push for ever-larger
ces. The young people who will
. expenditures
for arms.
NoW, at
be told to report to the post officethe same time that we bring our
for registration
have grown up in
young people closer to an unthe nuclear age. They have never
happy fate, the restraint of your
lived in a world in which world war
first three years in office seems to
was thinkable. They have come of.
be vanishing.
A Pentagon report
age knowing that great-power war
suggests that the neutron bomb or
meant nuclear annihilation.
Pertactical nuclear weapons are just
haps they will balk, as their elder
the thing for Iran. Talk increases
siblings did a few years ago. You
in Congress
about
another
may have laid the groundwork for
bomber to take the place of the
division and polarity, rather than
B-1, above and beyond the defor the unity you sought.
fense-spending
increases
that
M". President, I fear that you
have already been approved.
The
have acted for your own benefit,
military-industrial
complex smells
and that you have miscalculated.
blood, or rather money.
I _think that large numbers
of
Searching forthe explanation of
young people will not let themall this, one reluctantly
looks
selves be used.
beyond the Soviet destruction
of
by

0-. Richard

tv'I3lsler

.-----,---Vl E P.
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by Tony Peat
The 1970's are over, but the
students of the 70's have yet to
distinguish
or define themselves
in any obvious way.
Wa have
fought no battles in the streets or
overseas; we have unearthed few
social injustices .. Only a handful
of us live In the D:!lta House, roller
skate,
or disco
on Saturday
nights.
Ps a generation we have
done ndthing
especially
glamorous, and our goals, interests,
and values are probably about as
scattered as they could be.
Yet we have been fortunate.
. The absence of any political
or
military crises has left us free to
attend classes; our services have
not been required elsewhere. And
the movements of the 60's left us
with an expanded set of altematives to the traditional
collegiate
curriculum-courses
in environmental studies,
Mlrxist
theory,
and minority issues now dot the
catalogues of many universities,
and the spectrum of personalities
on campus has broadened considerably. A glance at the extreme
ends of this spectrum
reveals
much about the students whose
interests
lie somewhere
in between.
At one extreme are the students
who have inherited the spirit of the
60's: the "neo-radicals."
Wlile
the activists
of the"60's
themselves have long 'since moved on,
their heirs continue
to confront
America
with
criticism
of its
ethical shortcomings
and capitalistic orientation.
'
The neo-radicals champion the
causes of gays, Women; ecosystems, third-world
countries,
and the exploited in general. l}1ey
are convinced that the United
States and the World will not
survive
without
significant
changes in the ways Amerlcans
live, In our intemational
behavior,
, ~ 'perhaps
in our .pol,IUcai

T--

.70's Stu

system as well.
At the other end of the spectrum
are students who have retumed to
the traditional
values
of the
"American
dream."
These
American dreamers see the 60's as
an aberration.
U.S. withdrawal
from Vietnam, V.atergate, and the
general housecleaning of the 70's
suggest to them that America can
again take care of itself, and life
should proceed as It did before.
The dreamers seek a good home, a
good family, and a good salary in
accordance with the Puritan wor!<
ethic and the capitalist
system.
They have faith: in technology to
solve America's problems' and in
the
military
to
preserve
her
strength and security.
But the majority of us, the true
students of the 70's, see advantages and drawbacks
in both
perspectives.
VIAlile the neoradicals offer insights into important
issues,
such as nuclear
power, South Africa, and draft
registration,
their behavior and
style seem too passionate,
too
, unrealistic,
and generally
too
extreme. Mlny of us question the
sweeping nature of the changes
that the students of the' 60's
sought and that' the neo-radicals
dutifully support. WIlle the rights
of smaller
Interests' and nonAmerican cultures' are important,
so is the general interest-so
are
economic and practical considerations.
The Amertcan 'dreamers fare no
better.
Not all of us feel that
business-related
goals' are the
primary criteria for success In life,.
nordo we place all our faith In new
technology.
The problems ahead
challenqe us to cooperate as well
as compete, and ·our conscience
balks at a purely capltallst viewpoint.
Wlile the. dreamers may
dismiss the 60's, we feel that we
• can selectively modify or accept
that decade's ··Iegacles.
.
Our middle. position
'is evi0

denced by a two-pronged
reconstruction
effort.
The 60's disrupted long-standing
campus traditions, and while many of them
have since been restored, neoradical concerns have become
institutional ized along with the
the past three weeks been circuIn response to some of the
traditional ones; ethnic organizalating and to date has gamered the
written comments
made in last
tions, gay people's unions, and
signatures
of nearly 4,000 BSU
week's Arbiter, I must once again
socialist
grol1PS also
occupy
explain why I so whole-heartedly
students.
office space on campus.
M; interest in the PIRG petition
support the formation of an Idaho
Thus, the unique trait of the true
is hardly an indication that I am.
Public Interest Research Group
70's student is dual vision.
It is
"concerned
only .with
the
51
(PIRG).
...
either our greatest asset or ou
percent of the students at BSU." I
The Idaho PIRG would NOT be
tragic flaw.
viewed
the petitioning
of the
On the one hand, we hope to
controlled by the ''father of" PIRG
student body as something which
see all sides of every issue, weigh
groups, Ralph Nader. (Ps a note
I could use as a barometer to help _
the arguments, and make practical
of Interest, the man who actually
ascertain the degree of support
but humane decisions.
On the
originated the concept of a PIRG
BSU students
held toward
the
other hand, we may be unable to . was Donal
Ross he won't
PIRG and the $3.00 fee increase it
reconcile the extremes and be- 'control
Idaho PIRG either).
A
would require.
come paralyzed and ineffective as
board of directors consisting
of
The refund offered to the "silent
entirely BSU students will in fact
a result.
rnlnonty" (which I sincerely doubt
So there is some hesitation. Wa
have sole control
of the Idaho
is anywhere near the touted 49
don't all have our lives planned,
PIRG.
Those students
will be
percent), coupled with the attain, our spouses chosen, and our feet
elected in the same manner and at
ment of over a majority of futl-ttrne
in the' door of an illustrious
the same time as student body
student signatures has convinced
corporation.
Nor are we all likely
officers.
me that most BSU students do in
to sell. our worldly possessions
Regarding attempts to resort to
fact favor the concept and funding
and hitchhike to India.
Instead,
"subterfuge"
and "trickery"
in
system
of an Idaho
PIRG.
we will probably do something in
order to finance the Idaho PIRG,
I will continue to
between.
Over the next several
an allegation made by the author , Accordingly,
years, many of us will seek a way
offer my full support.
of Viewpoint, I should point out to
Sincerely,
to fill both a spiritual void and an
this nonstudent that if we In the
empty
pocketbook.
Our dual
organizing committee had sought
MkeCramer
ability
to support
conservative
to be anything
but straightforASBSU President
values and at the same time to
ward, we would not have self-Impromote change should be useful
posed the requirement of drafting
In the uncertain years ahead.
a petition which gives (in writing)
CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 6
The 70's have seen stabilization
a clear and brief definition
of
I agree that a tee collected from
on college campuses, and a retum
Idaho PIRG and its purpose, and .
all persons who support the Idaho
to (sporadically
interrupted)
norfurthermore states (In·writing) that
PIRG would be more democratic
mality. In the future, the students
the organization
would
be "fithan a negative checkoff
fee.
of the 70's may be seen as a
nanced by an increase in student
transitional
generation-a
generaI-bwever, I don't believe that we
fees of three dollars per student
tion that rebuilt the campuses fo
should hold the Idaho PIRG to this
per semester, and that any stumethod of raising funds until all
the 80's.
dent who does
not wish
to
other taxes are also collected this
participate shall be entitled to a
way.
I find it very difficult to
Tony Peet was a president of the
full refund during the second and
believe though, that the Federal
Stanford University class of 1979.
third week of each semesterfrom
and State govemments
would be
an established public office on
content with asking people to pay
(This article was reprinted with
this campus."
their taxes only If they wanted to.
permission from the Chronicle 0
Wth the concept of PIRG and
Its funding technique
succinctly
Higher Education)
Mchael Nickerson
written on it, the. petition has for
o
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sts

weekend and is satisfied with the
progress
it is making
toward
reqicnal' competition
rv'areh 20-21
in Spokane.
"Our scores

Alaska in two road games this
past weekend.
On Friday, the
Broncos defeated the Seawolves,
73-57.
"Karen Scriver played her finest
game ever at Boise State," said
BSU coach Connie Thomgren.
Scriver, who was recently given a
starting position for BSU, scored
a career high of 18 points and
pulled down seven rebounds. She
and sophomore
center
Ruth
Fugleberg
were
BSU's
high
scorers.
Fugleberg also contributed
10
rebounds to the Bronco effort and
freshman guard Kim Buergel, who'
was also recently added to the
starting lineup, added 10 points.
On Saturday night, the Broncos
were again victorious, 69-55.
"Karla M:lier played an excellent
game. She shot well and effectively drove the basket,"
said
Thomgren, referring to M:liers 24
points and 15 rebounds.

''\f'1.8 felt like we had a heighth
advantage over Alaska.
Nancy
Phillips was able to do some fine
things this weekend as the tallest
player
on . the
floor,"
added
Thomgren.
Phillips
scored 18
points on the weekend.

PI yoff Picture
NOu'JfOWS N stUy
by Jerry Richards
For four of the eight Big Sky
teams this week, the pumpkin will
scorch the net' for the last time
this season.
In the face of a
heartbreal<ing
six-game
losing
streak, Boise State will not travel
to Ogden as originally
planned,
but U of I will represent our fair
state against V\eber in the Big Sky
playoffs barring an act of God or
thaNCM.
This, then, leaves three teams
scrapping for two playoff
spots.
DJe to the Inordinate number of
games won by the aforementioned

V\eber team, It is likely NevadaReno could make it with only a 7-7.
record, provided they win both
games against Boise State and
Idaho,
and
I'v'ontana
beats
tvbntana State at the M3U gym.
OtherWise, the rv'ontana teams
are in for sure and Idaho State and
Northem Arizona are out for sure.
Let's see, what else? There is'
the possibility
that Idaho could
losetwo games this week and also
end up at 7-7, possibly tied with
Reno and the losing
rv'ontcina
school.
Then Reno would be In,
CONTINUED
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have

been

lower

lately, but that's deceptive,"
he
commented.
''The scores vary
from meet to meet depending on
. d
The clrt
ki g
th e JU ges.
e gl s are ma In
. good progress."
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gymnasts

have won

9 of the 14 meets they have"
entered this year arid are unde-'
feated against Division II opponents.
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.Track Team Competes at ISU

Women Host Oregon Tearns

c

IllI

TheBronco

School graduate, won the vault,
(BSU)--The Boise State University
the uneven bars, and the allgymnastics
team conducted
a
around competition.
successful
road trip this past
Idaho's Pam Gilmore won the
. weekend
winning
a three-way
floor exercise with an 8.55 edging
meet in Cheney, WA, Friday, and
BSU's Cecily Corder and Shalagh
adual meet with the University of
Astor who tied for second with
Idaho on Saturday.
8.5.
In Friday's meet, the Broncos
rv'artha l-oward was 'forced to
scored 127.5 points
to better
withdraw from Saturday's compeSpokane
Community
College's
tition with a badly twisted ankle.
124.35 and Eastem W:lshington
Her sister,'rv'ary
Howard, helped
University's 120.3.
make up for the toss by placing
The Broncos were led by freshthird in the all-around competition
man rv'artha l-oward and Kelly
Parker who finished
first
and - and tying Gilmore for first on the
balance beam, despite a bothersecond respectively
in the allsome back injury.
around standings.
Parker also
The health of M3.ry and ~ha
won the uneven bars competition -,
l-oward is Crucial to the Bronco's
Another
BSU
freshman,
continuing'
success,
especially
Shalagy Astor from Oak Harbor,
since Lori Jaibot,
at one time
WA, tied BMJ's Diana Wlderson
BSU's leading scorer, is doubtful
for first place on the balance beam
for any further competition
this
with a score of 8.35.
This is
Astor's fourth consecutive win on
season.
The Bronco's next meet wi II be a
the beam.
four-way
meet on rvBrch 1 in
Pam Coker placed second in the
Eugene, OR. Competing schools
vault to lead the Broncos in that
are the University
of Oregon,
event. Coker is the only junior on
Oregon State, and the University
the young BSU team that consists
of W:lshington ..
of two sophomores
and no sen"I'm glad we have a little time
iors.
off," said coach John Head. ''\f'1.8
Saturday the Broncos disposed
can use it to nurse our injuries."
of Idaho 125.4 to 119.1, giving
Head said he was pleased with
BSU iive wins in their last six
his team's performance over the
meets. Kelly Parker, a Borah High

(BSU)--The Boise State University
women's basketball team will host
the league-leading Oregon Ducks
and the second
place Oregon
State Beavers this weekend at the
BSU gymnasium.
The Broncos, now 9-11 on the
season and 3-6 in league, will play
the University
of Oregon
on
Friday, Feb. 22; at 8:30 prn,
Oregon' is undefeated in league
play with a.1G-0 record and is 17-4
on the season. The Ducks are led
by sophomore forward Bev Smith,
who is averaging 21.5 points a
game and is first in Northwest
rebounding
with a 13.:1 game
average.
.. On Saturday night, Feb. 23, at
5:45 prn, the Broncos will face
Oreqon State University, 8-1 in
league and 17-6 on the season.
OSU suffered its only league loss
to Oregon.
OSU isled by 6-4 junior center
Carol Iv'enden,' who leads all
Northwest
scorers with a 27.1
game average. Earl ier this season
rvhnken set a new school individual scoring record of 51 points
against the University of Alaska.
The Boise 'State women are
coming off a three-game winning'
streak, topping the University of

III
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(BSU)-The Boise State University
indoor track and field team will
compete
in Pocatello,
10 this
weekend at the second annual Big
Sky Conference indoor track and
field championships
at the Idaho
State University Mnidome.
The
two day meet begins Friday, Feb.
22 and concludes on Saturday.
The meet will be run in conjunction with the V\estem
Athletic
Conference meet.
The Broncos sent their mile and
two mile relay teams to Pocatello
this past weekend to compete
with Idaho State and V\eber State.
The annual Simplot Games· were
being held in the Mnldome
for
high school athletes.
BSU beat Idaho State in the
mile relay with their best time of
the season, a 3:18.1 clocking.
Gary Little ran a leadoff leg of
50.1, followed
by Curtis Arthur
with a 50.4, D3.ve Bradburn with a
49.6 and Kenrick Camerud with a
blistering 47.8.
The BSU two mile relay team
was third in 7:53.
The team
consisted of Tom Rothenberger,
Dermis Stewart, Howard Conley
and Karl Knapp.
V\eber .State·
tumed a 7:32.8, qualifying
them
for the NCAA indoor meet.
The
qualifying standard is 7:33.
At the Big Sky meet,
the
Broncos hope to chailenge V\eber
State and Idaho State, the two .
teams Track Coack Ed Jacoby
tabs as the favorites because of
their overall quality.
Jacoby says Idaho is also very
solid and extremely
strong
in
certain events, while Nevada-Reno
is rated as a darkhorse.
Northem
Arizona should also make a strong
showing,
and
I'v'ontana
and
tvbntana State will be in the thick
of it.
Boise State will be led by a
good
quarter-mile
group,
anchored by Kenrick Camerud, a
second place finisher last year in
the 440 indoors.
Gary Little and
defending indoor champion Sean
Cafferty will compete in the high

restlers
by Mke Riplinger
Arbiter Staff
(UA)-The
Boise State Westling
team caught fire last week and
tumed in excellent performances
on their winning two out of three
matches.
.
The Broncos trounced
Idaho
State 39-10 to end their Big Sky
dual match season with a fine 5-1
record.,. BSU then upset a talent
laden University of Utah squad the
next night, 22-19.
Wth two wins under their belts,
the Broncos ran Into and lost to a
powerfUl BYU team 69-42.
"This last week was the best
that we have wrestled
all year
long," said Coach Mke Young.
"Particulary
the Utah match, we
really came together against ·the
Utes."
"Agai nst ~~ 'U we did pretty
good,
but ~ ~r weight
classes
didn't match up too well.
Their
top wrestlers are at 126., 158, and
177, which Is where we.·are real

hurdles for the Broncos,
while
Curtis Arthur and tv'Brvin Reid are
BSU's best bets in the 60 yeard
dash. Dave Bradburn could also
figure into point scoring in the 60
and quarter-mile.
Carl Pollard is a potential point
scorer in the long jump and D1ve
Kerby should place in the .pole
vault.
l-oward Conley in the
middle
distances
and
Dave
Steffens in the two and three mile
should help the BSU point accumulation.
Chris Smith is solid
in the high jump.
The status of long jumper-triple

Bronc

jumper Anthony
Bailey is still
uncertain.
If he can come back
from a muscle strain of a few
weeks ago, he might figure into
those two events. Jacoby is also
expecting
another good performance from his mile relay team.
''\f'1.8 are going to approach this
meet with the intent of getting the
best quality performances as possible," Jacoby said.
"I'm especially happy with our quarter-milers
and we should score there. If our
experienced
people score as I
expect them to, we will have a
good meet.

Finish

(UA)-On the last weekend of an
ill-starred season, the Boise State
basketball Broncos host NevadaReno and Northem
Arizona
in
order to determine
last place in
the Big Sky Conference.
Boise State was still in the
playoff picture until an 83-62 loss
to the UnivefSity of tvbntana put
them out for good Saturday night,
with a 3-9 league and 9-15 overall
record.
A slim chance remained
after tvbntana
State squeaked
past a then-scrappy
BSU team
92-85 Thursday.
Northem
Arizona
faces
Bus
Connor's charges this Thursday.
Coach'
Joedy
Gardner's
Lumberjacks
beat BSU 92-77 in
the NAU court, but are presently
4-8 and equally
blocked
from
post-season play. Joedy Gardner,
Jr., a 6-4 guard, and 6-6 forward
rv'ark Stevens shared much of the
responsibility
for the Bronco's
earlier defeat.
Gardner and 6-1
guard Lanry Johnson are equally
effective from the point, though
Johnson scores higher.
lJI..ayne
\I\t1arton, 6-5, and Mke Evans,
6-9, snare most of the rebounds
Stevens misses.
Nevada-Reno
may be playing
BSU for a playoff berth if they beat
Idaho Thursday night.
A much

smaller unit, coach Jim Carey's
\/\blfpack'was
nipped at the last
minute
by BSU this
season.
Presently 5-7 in league, the Pack
is led by hyperactive
5-9 guard
Gene Ransom, who pours in 16.9
points and feeds his teammates
5.5 assists a game. The rest of the
team ranges from 6-2 to 6-6 and
each averages around 10 points a
game.
Rebounding
leader is
center Robert ~in,
with 8.5 a
game.
Lanry rvt:Kinney reclaimed his
spot as Boise State's
second
highest scorer in last week's M3U
game, with a season-high
34
points
and an impressive
14
rebounds.
oave Richardson and
D1ve Wiliams put out the highest
effort in' the tvbntana
contest,
with
18
points
apiece.
Richardson, the Broncos' highest
rebounder, could only manage 8,
as BSU was soundly beaten on the
boards.
John Anderson put in 8
points a game, an above average
night from the bench. The other
two starters, Rodger Bates and
rv'att Wlkerson,
scored double
figures on rvhntariaState
but did
not put out in the Grizzly game.
Both games this weekend will
begin at 8 p.m., and will be
broadcast over KEOI Radio, 670
AM

in Two Out of Three
strong too.
In each of those
matches they beat us by just a
point or two. Wth a few breaks
we could
have won at those
weights and would have won lhe
match," concluded Young.
l<evin.\/\bod at 167, and Harold
\I\t1itman at 190 spearheaded the
Bronco's efforts last week as each
wrestler contributed
three wins.
The amazing tw. \/\bod upped his
season record to an impressive
30-4-1 mark.
This is the best
record in the Big Sky which Kevin
has achieved by wrestling in three
different weight classes, 167, 177,
and 190.
.
.
The Broncos .Will .end ~helr
regular seas.on Fnday night With a
matc.h against
Portland
State,
starting at ?:30 in Bro.nco Gym.
After wh!ch ~SoU Will be out to
defend their Big Sky. Conference
champlon1;lhip on rv'areh 1st, when
they host
the toumament
In
Bronco Gym.
The Broncos
appear to be
peaking at the right time for their

title defense and should have their
hands full with V\eber State. The
Wldcats, the only Big Sky team to
defeat Boise State during
the
regularseason,
will be out to stop
. the Bronco's streak of six straight
conference
championships.
V\eber State has their best team
ever, and seem confident,
even
cocky that they'll take it all.

I

. Young
reported
that at the
recent
Idaho State
Westling
Championships,
he had talked to
a high school coach who had been
contacted by V\eber State Coach,
John V\ebb. V\ebb, trying to recruit one of the coach's
high
school wrestlers to his school,
had boasted that V\eberState was
the new power in the conferen::e,
and that the "days of Boise State
dominance over the Big Sky has
ended"
.
.
Perhaps there's stili a sp~
of
life in the old king, and the
Broncos will be able to hold off
the Wldcats.
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\JIJaber can rise above the pushover

University Arblter
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Reno, on

Thursday,
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the

th~?s'

serve to dbet~~bine which loser is
creamed
y vv;; er State first.
_
The rest of the league is in a
fight to stay out of the cellar

~~r;:dtt~'t:~e~/~orthern Arizona by
10 (a little revange,maybe?)
.Idaho over Nevada-Renoby 7 (stili
scrapping)

•.•.•..•.....•....
1 Idaho State is safe due to its t~o
1 wins over BSU, but can still fall
..••.•..
j below fifth if It loses to \JIJaber
\ 1 (bets?)
BS'U' h
I h
k
••......
;,. wlns bothasgames
s xt and
loc ed
If it
Re up
0' I
~;d
noses
I I
to Idaho (still a safe bet). In such
'.
an event; the once-mighty
NAU

Saturday,Feb. 23:
BoiseStateover Nevada-Reno
by 8 (La,
~~~est~:lIe~lghtyare without Edgar
Idaho over NAU by 16 (Newmanand
Kellermancarrshoot breezlty'over that
line)
W b
s'.
I
S
b
e er tate over. daho tate y
howevermany you wannagive 'em
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a soc io I
refiner
oriented fratemity

prepares

its members
to live up tosociety,
the demands
and
expectations
of contemporary
Fratemity
80 P
~e:eb:rp~:~c~
Iz,ed~~~ wo,s,
rktoWo~eOrvethean[
Pd de
vlee'lotop
.
principles of leadership, communication
and human
relations, and to practice tolerance; consideration and
.
mutual respect.
Each fratemity provides the framework for group
participation in campus, community, professional and
fratemityaffairs.
In addition, professional fratemity
chapters foster social and athletic tunctlons to

promote each member's full personal
developmen.t.
One of the most important benefits of professional
fraternity membership comes after graduaHon,
Professional fratemities have alumni organizations

I'j

f

I ...

across the nation providing professional and social
contacts of great val ue to the al urnnus.
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Bicyc~eCenter

Mountain Suite for Eight
Projectors, Music & Voice

t·

f

KEEPSAKE MEANS
PERFECTION, , ,

A mUlti-Image film that Is a celebration of the
solar eclipse: the magic of the earth: and the
dreams and visions of the spirit of life,

Touring

Guaranteed In writing
for perfect clarity. fine
white color. and precise
cut, Registered permanently and .protected
against loss,

Produced & Presented by Mountain
Visions - Katy Flan-agan '& Gary O.
Grimm, Written by
Gino Sky

7 PU
TUEl. Feb. 261h

Specialists in

ada Lounge, 8.8.U.
Studenl Union
"Best 'magic show I've soen since the Garden or Etlan Tryouts"
·Cowboy Buddha

1<

Racing

1<

BMX

10SP Sale $124.95 Complete

Keepsake®
Registered Diamond Rings

1 Day Repair Service

RE~T W'QshetIDry~rr

,

.;
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~
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.

1707 Broadway
Boise, Idaho
83706

IJJg~,

~

CAS~1for Alurnlnurn
30 cents per Pound

li3
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Call

FROM $13.50. PE.R WONTH AND UP

-JltJ.omy;.~f'OOt'(!) INC.

~

Let AI, Les and Angela
Solve Your Cycling Needs

Jewelers
.

(208) 343-2941

DOWNTOWN BOISE VISTA VILLAGE
-WESTGATE MALL KARCHER l\1ALL

1015 Vista A,venue

Boise, Idaho 83705

Ring, hom $200 10 $10,000

Also buying scrap copper,
brass, iron, batteries and
radiators

l"l H ~~

Com

ny

5120 Emerald
8:00am - 4:00 m tv'bnd

- Frida

8:ooam-11

:30am

S

urda

YOU COULD ...
.

,

:'

-~

Boise Urban Stagestravel 20routes in the city limits on
halfhour andl10ur schedules. Two-way radio contact
between drivers helps you make transfer connections.
Variable fares cut your transportation costs.
lvIodern public transit is one solution whose time has
come. You could use BUS once or twice a week for school
commuting.
.
Then .
spendthe moneyyou save for the GoodTimes.

We Can
Get You There! .

. BO/S8

Urban Stages

P.O. Bolt 9016 • Boise. 10 83101
Telophone: 336·1010

To PQfty~H&affty
to celebrate the end of 19Sq Winter Olympics

ItS· S "1
Set ~i,ght Feb 23' 7 :00 .to i 0:

ill,
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TERTAIME
T Iki s: Fit
This week's movie ts The Last
which
features George Segal arid Natalie
WJod and is currently playing at
the Mmn theatres. Next week:
rvtJmed Couple in America,

Cruising.

KarI.Knapp (**)
Despite the remonstrations of
virtually all of their friends, Jeff
and fvbiJry Thompson (George
Segal and Natalie WJod) somehow stay married, insisting that
they're quife happy, really. I-bw-.
ever, they have doubts of their
own, and when fvbury discovers
she has a case of the clap
courtesy of her husband, those
doubts are confirmed.
Wlile
separation and new relationships

ensue for both Jeff and tv1:lury.in
the aftermath of this calamity,
reconciliation Is inevitable; a comedy-romance such as this one
simply could not end on a sour'
note. George Segal is superb as
usual, but a sometimes too sentimental Natalie WJod has trouble'
competing with the likes of Jane
Fonda and Glenda Jackson.'
Wlile notIn the same class with A
Touch of Class, The Last rvtJrried
Couple in America is nevertheless
an entertaining film, and a welcome respite after such losers as
American Gigolo and The Bog, or
whatever the hell It was called.
fvbrianne Flagg'(*) .
This movie shows very clearly

Opera Theatre to Perform
As part of the regular
Vl.ednesday Night Program, the
Boise State University (D:lpartment of MJsic), Opera Theatre,
will perform its voperama" program on February 27, 1980 at 8
p.m. -Featurinq music and scenes
from the Broadway-OperettaOpera repertoire, the program will
include highlights from productions such as "110 degrees in the
Shade", "Die Flederrnaus", "Porgy
and Bess", "fvbn of Lafvbncha",
"The
rvbst
Happy
Fella",

"carousel", "Paint Your \f\.agon",
"Tosca", "Oliver", 'The Consel","Carnlbal", and "Kismet".
The Vl.ednesday Night Program
is free to the public, however
donations are encouraged. The
Program is made possible through
funds from the Boise Gallery of
Art, the Beaux Arts Societe, and
the Idaho Commission on the'
Arts. Gallery hours are 1Qam- 5
pm on \fI.ednesday. Viewing of the
exhibition, "Six from Idaho" may
take place prior to the program.

why you don't notlce.good writing
until it's absent. Every aspect of
this movie suffers from uninspired
writing and direction.
Natalie \/\.bod and George
Segal, "the last marrledcouple",
must standby helplessly as their
friends' marriages are torpedoed
one by one. The culprit is the
sexual· revolution,
the New
Mlrality. The real victim of the
movie, however, is the cast.
' WJod and Segal try valiantly to
.f1!Clketheir characters interesting,
but they, along with a handful of
essentially talented actors, are
hemmed-in by a lightweight comedy script which gives them very
little to do.,
The characters are unappetizing, unsavory, superficial and
phony, snickering and joking
about sex like fifth-grade boys
looking at a Playboy. \fI.e're never

,
'
plot, and a lot of predictibllity, go
given any reason why we should
see it.
care about them, so we don't.
The movie has interesting
points to make about modem , AnthonyBurt. (****),
mores, but a quagmire of cheap
Wlat doesn't this movie havejokes never gives the solid ideas a or show? Wlile wearing a UCLA
chance to surface.
sweatshirt, Natalie WJod gets a
pimple and her period, simultanBarbara Jones (* V2)
George Segel sheds light on eously! On his hands and knees,
DJm D:lluise crawls between the
why men can't down a piece of
legs of a tall, thin woman who's'
'ass; Natalie WJod shows us the
wearing a· skin-tight
blacklittle pimple on her chin, and Last
sequined jumpsuit with a low-cut
rvtJrried Couple confirms suspiback! George Segal grins and
cions that after walking out of the
theater, you won't remember a shouts and grins! I-bmosexuals
- act queer! Oriental women sething about the movie.
Not that it isn't funny. It is - duce white men! Valerie Harper
has blond hair! At her SWinging
though the humor is predictable,
husband's command, a swinging
forced, and contrived.
Richard
wife strips for another couple and
Benjamin's performance should
be noticed, however, as well as then - thankfully -regains her
morality (and her blue wrapDJm Delulse's, but even they can't
around dress)! Wlat doesn't this
save the movie. If you don't mind
movie have - or show?
sitting through a show with little

Concerts -Lend Entertainment to BSU
fest lval, Thirty high school and
junior high jazz ensembles from
Idaho, Oregon, \f\.ashington, and
Mlntana will travel to BSU to
participate.
A combination ticket to all
festival events for $15, as well as
individual concert tickets, will be
available at the BSU MJsic
D:lpartment and Student Union

Four concerts by professional
jazz recording groups will bring a
Newport air to the Boise State
University Festival of Jazz '80,
Feb. 21-22.
The Richie Cole Quintet "Alto
fvbdness," Paul M:Candless Trio,
Gene Harris DJo, and Simon and
Bard Quintet will give concerts,
clinics, and workshops at the

Building
Information
booth,
Budget Tapes and. Reco rds,
Broadway Ave., and MJsicworks
at Overland and Fairview.
In addition to the concerts, the
public is invited to attend clinicworkshops with the visiting artists J
both aftemoons at 3 p.m. for- $1
admission to each or free with
CONTINUED
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Your Molenaar's
Representatives
on Campus
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Choose From
Our Selection of
Diamond Jewelry
Watches
Earrings
Pendants
and much more

Jewelers

~

~~~~~

Sponsored by Peter Schott's, SpoeJal Evmta C«1tor
along with basslsl, wry BOVd, doing their own

Dolso's ownplenllLextraordlnalr.,
Evans to Ramsey lewis." Gene's
Rawls and NnncyWIIson .

. .Thursday
8:15pm

talonls

Intlmale thing from "Bill
aro hoord on IhoBluo Not. label and he ha:l Mclo:od such artIsts as Lou

<:

A

tet

"Alto Madness"

Sponsored by BSU Programs DOMd. SUD Ballroom
_ Richlo's latest ~Ibum, "Koepor Dr the Flame,· onoot four on the Muso laool15 hard-awlnglng,
nay t»bop In the
brllllont Irodillon 01 84xopnonlsta CharlIe Parker and Phil Woods. Young Cole, along with hIs four superb
aldemen, hM enHvcnt ..d Jaz.z losllvals from NowpOrt to tho Monleroy. Ho Is also heard on thO Illlo~1 ManhaltBt'l
TransfOf album,

friday
.

4:00pm

Simon

Friday
8:15pm

a

Paul

Then ..
spend the l110ney yo~ save
for the Good Times.
rj,

'~

Get You There! .~

Bo/s8 Urban Stage~

" po

B~:':~~n~~:~o~~'''''07

" '_ ,".

Qntet

Sponsorod by DSU MUIle Dopcrtmenl, Special Events C«lntor
A new lIvtl-p11lCO fusion group exemplifying tho best In crosoovcr mu:;lc. Fronted by sw:ophonlsi Mlchaol Card,
louncrly .....lth Matrl_ and Stan Kenlon, tho group Include3 two othor Konton o.lUlns. Fred Simon on koyboNdgJ
synthesizer and Gary Hobbs on drun's. BassIst Kelly Sill and gullBllsl David Onderdonk ably round oul
the group to croate a wholo nRW Jazz. BOund.

.,

Boise Urban Stages travel 20 routes in the city limits on
halfhour
and hour schedules.
Two-way radio contact
between
drivers helps you m11ke transfer
connections.
Variable fares cut your transportation
costs.
Modern' public transit is one solution whose time has
come. You could use .BUS once or twice
week for _chaol'
commutiPlg.

,

~

~~~II
4:Jt~~dayGene Harris
~~~~~
~
~

IW-J@

~~oilf1

~~~~~~~
~~
~

YOU COULD ..."

•

~

e

1207 Broadway 2 Bloclts South of Bronco Stadium

.We Can

?J.JJJ~((rJ
~,

.

,

,)))))))))))

ssTno

.
Sponsprod bY nsu Programs Board. SUD Ballroom
."
Paul19thogilled
multi-lnsirumentellsi
endcompos.er
~hosoobOO.
Ilutes, ba1',clBllnot
and English hom
contribute so much varlcty and color 100regori. onoollhe
mosl respected grr,<.In' In contemporary mu,lc.
Havlrfg Just released'tlls soto dobullllbum,
"Alllhe Mornings Dring." on Elaktra/Asylum
il fealuros pianist. Art
Lando nod vibraphonist. David SDmuels, bolh 01 W\lOm record on thoECM label. ThIs cxqul:llto trio Is lidding
now definitlon 10 the word, Jau.

SR

Y 1 ,·22'80

for.M~,lnf9fn)atIon~aD;

Tkltets available:BSU SUB Info. Booth:

Diu

365-1-,71or 385-1448

r·

.'.

',

Musk Deportinent; Mus!cworks and Budget Tapes & Re-.ords.
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ARBITER,
Entertainment, Wednesday, February 20, ]980

~-exhibition Opens at
i Boise Gallery of Art

SEE,MARCIE?NO WORD
FROM PIG-PEN! IF HE
REAW( LIKED ME, HE
WOULD HAVE CALLED OR
WRITIEN BI(NOW ..:

!'
On Saturday, February 23, 1980 Conceptualized and organized by
the Belse Gallery of Art, the
.~ at 8 p.m. the exhibition "Six from
exhibition
extends
through
i~
idaho" will open' at the Boise
Sunday, 1v'13.rch
30, 1980. After.
r\ Gallery of Art.
The· artists
closing, the exhibition is available
included are Don Bemeo Bennett
for travel to institutions throl,(ghof Sun Valley, John.Colliasof
,; Boise, Alfred Dunn of Mlscow,
out Idaho.
Mlry Kirkwood of rvbscow, Oliver
The exhibition and its traveling
Parson of Rexburg,' and Louis
portlonare made possible through
Peckof Boise. tv'any of the artist . funds from the Gallery and the
whose works are being exhibited
Idaho Commission on the Arts.
will be present at the evening
Gallery hours are Tuesday,
event.
Thursday, and Friday, 10 a.m. - 5
The purpose of the exhibition is
p.m.; W3dnesday, 10 a.m. - 9
to bring together the artwork of six
p.m., and Saturday and Sunday,
individuals who have had signifi12 noon -5 p.rn, The Gallery IS
cant impact on the arts and the
closed IVbnday.
.
artist of Idaho and the Northwest.

IT'S CHUCK'S FAULT!
HE NEVERSHOULD
HAVE ARRANGEOFOR Us
TO GET TOGETHER.! .

r

f

~;:,

~t<-

I{OU
e

;

.'·~!
~

-- --

«

CAN IF 'iOO'RE
UNREASONABLE!

DON'T THINK
,<OU CAN REALLl(
BLAME CHUCK/SIR

.

PEANUTS®

.

by Charles M. Schulz

Concerts--'-' ---,----

are $5. M::Candless, multi-instruFROM PAGE 10
mentalist and composer with the
concert tickets. Admission to the
contemporary
music
group
student performances during the
Oregori, has just released his solo
festival is free.
debut album "All the rv'omings
The Gene Harris Duo will perBring," on the Bektral Asylum
form Thursday, Feb. 21, at 4 p.m.
label.. He is joined by ECM
in the BSU Special Events Center.
. Admission is $3. The duo features . recording artists Art Lande, pianist, and D:lvid Samuels, vibraBoise pianist Harris, who has
phonist.
recorded on the Blue Note label
Sponsors of this year's [azz
and has backed such artists as
festival are Peter Schott's RestauLou Rawles and Nancy \/'IAlson.
rant, the Boise State Programs
He is joined by bassist Larry
Board and the BSU MJsic l:epar:tBoyd.
.
rnent.
For further information
"Alto IVadness," the Richie
about the . festival, telephone
. Cole Quintet, will givea concert at
385-1771 or 385-1448.
8:15 p.m. Thursday, in the Boise
State Student Union Ballroom.
Tickets are $6. The quintet has
performed in jazz festivals from
Newport to rv'onterey, playing
hard swinging be-bop.
Their
latest album is "Keeper of the
Flame" on the MJsic MJse label.
Friday, the Simon and Bard
Quintet will perform in the Special
Events Center at 4 p.m. Admission to that concert is $4. Three
- quintet members, saxophonist
Mchael Bar, Fred Simon on
keyboards I synthes izer, and
drummer Gary Hobbs, are Stan
Kenton alums. Joining them in
the five-piece crossover music
fusion group are bassist Kelly Sill
and guitarist David Onderdonk.
The Paul rvt:Candless Trio will
play Friday night at 8:15 in the
Student Union Ballroom. Tickets
CONTINUED

Buyer' 5 remorse is a
disease you can't afford. It
comes when you buy life
insurance thot you don't
understand, for reasons
that are not clear to you
and in an amount thct-ln
view of your needs for
money--doesn't
rncke
sense.

Whether
you ore
in the rnorket for life
. insurance or not, it will pay
you to get acquainted
with a Northwestern
Mutual Agent.
CALL: 377-0210.
Hank Weatherby, C.U.D.;
Don Froshler. Kermit
Jackson, .Roy Rose,
- College Agents.
Robert F. Rice General Agency

Northwe~.tern

Mutualllle---3

STARTS FRIDAY
Weekdays at 7:30 & 9:30
Matinees Sat & Sun at
1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30 & 9:30

I~I

lt~
•..
,

THE

;.; •..

~
MOTION

,£,/ ..

,..

Weekdays at 7:00 & 9:30
Matinees Sat & Sun at
2:00,4:30,7:00

-

........ -

PICTURE

& 9:30

~

I?GI

8th & FRONT SiREET

It doesn't

have to
be thotwov. Guyer's
serenity is what superior
life insurance and life
insurance service.ls all
about ... not just when it
pays off, not just when you
own it, but also when you
buy it.

IpGI
United Artists

. STARTS FRIDAY

X-95 FM

ITHE PEOPLE'SCHOICE MIDNIGHT MOVIESI

STEREO
PRESENTS

EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT AT MDNIGHT

INCONCERT
AND
BEYOND

A CHOICE OF 2 TOP MOVIE HITS -ALL SEATS $2.50
FRI.ORSAT.
ONLY!

Guess Who's

Back?
NAfleNAL

ItAMPe(tms

AMIWJAL

lIeut.

WookdliYS at 8:00 & 10:00
Matlneoa sat & Sun at
2:00. 4:00, 6:00, 8:00 & 10:00

Wednesday

Feb. 20

Jazz Festival: Bam-4pm, SPEC
Lecture, Uri Goller, 8pm, SUB
BALL
ROOM
Foreign Language' Colloqulm, John
Robertson, "Lichel de Montalqne,"
4pm, Teton RNJm, SUB
Arbiter Issue 1/22 on the stands

Thursday. Feb. 21
Jazz Festival, Bam-4pm, SPEC
Special Porlormanco ot "Side by Side
by Sondhlem," 8:00pm, SPEC

friday

Baskotball
GYM

VS

Oregon State, 5:45pm,
.

Sunday feb. 24

Pianist
to Perform

Tuesday feb.' 26

Saturday Feb. 23

feb. 22

Recital, Faculty Artists Series: John'
Best, cello; r Carroll Meyer, plano,
Busic Audllorlum
ASB Film, Fellinl's "8'1.1", 8pm, SPEC
Women's baskotball vs Oregon,
8:30pm, GYM
Wrestling vs Portland State, 6:30pm,
GYM
Bolso Little Theatre'9 "Johnny
Elollnda," opens
Special Porlormanco 01 "Side by Sido
by Sondhlom," 8:00pm, SPEC

JV'Baskelball vs Boise AAU, 6:30pm,
GYM

Wednesday feb.'21

Pianist John

Ase Film, Felllnl's "8'1.1", 80m, SPEC

Mondoy Feb. 25
Graduato Rocord Exam:
Idaho

College of

numerous
ASBSU Studont Govornmont Primary
Elections
Issue #23 01 the Arbllor on the stands

c.OUNTRIf.S THeY
DON'r ALLOW

tions will perform at. Boise State,
Feb. 25 at 8:15 p.m. in the Special
Events Center.

~~~~~~~~U~~

Califomia.
He has performed
extensively
in the
U.S.
and
Europe, and was guest artist with
the Atlanta
Symphony
Schubert!
Festival last year.
The pianist's
concert at Boise
~~-d-"_
..-"",,,
State
will
include
works
by
, Beethoven,
Schubert,
Rabel and
Prokofiev.
Tickets for the perfor-'
" rnance are now on sale for $250 at
the BSU Department
of MJsic,
\'l':;~C61'i~,';:;;:~ 1910 University
Drive, Boise,
10

U"..

.-~ 1NQ'•.

•
•

=:;;;:;;:::::::;~_~"....=II

.
?

~

\

83725, telephone
385-1771.
The noted
performer
earned
bachelor and master's degrees at
the Eastman school of MJsic in
Rochester,
N.Y., where he was a
student of Cecile Staub Benhart.
He also
studied
with
Frank

...bi,;e;.;.r.,;:,t.;;SOcih;elton
Mmnhei

mer, and continued
his
training
on a Fulbright
Scholarship
to
Europe.
There
his
teachers
were Wadyslav
Kedra,
Polish concert artist and professor
at the Akademic
of MJsik
in
Vienna,
and Carlo
Zecchi " renowned
conductor-pianis't'
and
head of the piano department
at
S1. Gelcilia Academy of MJsic in
Rome.
His appearance at.Bo ise State is
sponsored
by the Department
of
MJsic
in cooperation
with
the
ldaho Commission
on the Arts.
Vl.hile
in Boise,
he will
also
conduct
a Feb. 25 workshop
for
piano teachers
and students
at
9:30 a.rn, at Hammond
MJsic,
5771 Fairview
Ave..
telephone

~flqrflI377-0610.~
1~~m!l11lY

.

Boise

.

"",.

State University
pianist
Garro I tv'eyer and cellist John H.
Best will perform in a faculty artist
recital Feb. 22 In the BSU MJsic
Auditorium
at 8:15 p.m.
Both performers
are professors
of music at Boise State, where
they have each taught for three
decades.
tv'eyer is a member 'of,
the Faculty
Trio,
and Best is
conductor
of
the
Boise
Symphonette
and a director of the
Idaho Suzuki Institute.
tv'eyer will open the program
with
Beethoven's
"Sonata
Gp.
81a," a inusical
tribute
to His
Imperial Highness,
the Archduke
Rudolph.
The pianist, will con-

winner of,
cornpetl-

A distinguished
teacher
of
many
prize
winning
students,
Peny instructs
master classes .at
the
University
of
Southern

IN SOCfllL./6MIC
PR.Y Ct£/lNING!!

Perry,
intemational

tinue
with
Debussy's
"1'lsle
Joyeuse,
"
Listz's
etude
''\J\.l:luldesrauschen,''
and Chopin's
"Barcarolle
Op. 60.
Best,
joined
by
pianist
!<atherine Best, will play 'Variations on a Theme from 'the I\Ibgic
Flute' " by Beethoven,
and the,
Chopin
"Sonata.
for Cello
and
Piano." Played foithe first time in
Boise, the sonara is one of the few
works Chopin
composed
for instruments
other than piano"
Tickets for the recital will be
available
at the door at $2 for
adults;
$1, students
and senior
citizens, and free for BSU personnel and students.

3n-oZlO and talk to Hank Weatherby
or Bob Rico at Northwestern Mutt.al

MENI

WOMENI
JOBSI
~RUISESHIPS'/SAILING
EXPEDl-,
TIONS/SAILING CAMPS. No expertence.. Good Pay. Summer. Caroer.
NATIONWIDE' WORLDWIDEI Send
$4.05 lor APPLICATION /I NFOI REFERRALS to CRUISEWORLD 6 BOX
6Ot29, Sacqllnento, CA 95860

LIIe,

OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer I year
round. Europe, S. America, Australia, .
Asia, Etc. All fields, $500 - $1,200
monthly. Expensespaid. Sightseeing.
Free Info - Wrlto:
IJG Box 52·57
Corona Dol Mar, CA 92625
MOTHER'S HELPER IN SUN VALLEY
SKI RESORT. Room and Board plus
$175/month salary, 3 days off.
Tolaphone 726-9588.
You don't need to ba poor whllo-you are
In school. Earn sUbstantiallncomo with
part-time work. Excellent tralnlng,
flexible hourn. 3 credit hourn' are
possible. For more Informalion call

FOR SALE
62 AusUn Mini Coopllr "S", runs good,
40 mpg. best offer. 345-9550, Lee.
,
Rod and black volvet Modlterianoan
stylo tooch.
Used, but In good
condition $55.00. Older style couch In
good condition. Good buyl $25.00.
Call 336-8042.
I

SKI SUN VALLEY, Youth Hostile. Bed
and Board for $15 a night.
The
BUNKHOUSE Is located 1 mile Irom
Elkhorn at Tho Ranch In Sun Valley.
$15 Includes 1 nights lodging, full
breadfast,and dinner: For reservations
call 726-9344or evenings call 726-,9391.
LEARN TO FLY
Most ReasonableRatesIn Bolsa Area
Call33B-404gAfter 5 p m;

I-~";';"~"""--_:""'_--

LOS-What commandments must you
keep for exaltation? Call 378-5885, 24
hourn dally.

~
.0

o.

I CAN'T BELIEVE
IATE THEWHALE THING
Somo weaks, Mr. Kiwi, you ere Just
too much. I try to "!rlto a decent
column, I rcally do, but this hoovy
breathing down my neck and allonllJnd
my 011111, on:! stull, shoosh, It really
dooa dlstmct the heck oula me. Now
cut It out, I mean It, Isn't that your
mother calling you? I thouoht It
sounded lIke your mother, a minute
000, maybe you bGltor chock.
Well )'OU don't ncod to go away mad.
Oh, shucks, I think I hurt his
loollngs. He's very amlablo, roally, It's
Just that he gels carried away with -hIs
alloctionJ now and then. I didn't moon
to upset him, honest I didn't, but I lost
my lempor. Furry people oro Just
beyond my lurthers
p.owers 01 ,
comprehension, that's all I can SlIy. ('
Thoy're lar less cOlT\Prohonslblothan
whales, or dolphins, or evan Play-<loh.
Oh, thoro you arc. If I arolog1ze will
you como back and koop ma company?
Okay, I'm sorry you'ro so distracting.
Now lot's got back to work.
Who out there's a Folllnllan? Woll
have we.got a movie this Friday and
Sunday nltO$ lor YOU. B'h Is at long
last and truly como to BSUnlvollllty,
yoslhat'arlghtlolks, you can seo a
, forolgn-mado 111mII you 80 desire right
hero on your very own BSU campua.
And thO llrat live lolk to tell Cathy 2nd
11001' SUB Arbiter how many dollars per
sludent por semester US'IUI pilys to
support our own ASBSU wins a polr
each o~ ll'1l6blllll to Fellin'. Deadllno
Frk!lly at noon.
It would have boon a lot balter with
poonut butler.

